Role of Body Exhaust System in Reducing Peri-Prosthetic Joint Infection, Literature Review
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Abstract

**Context:** There is a need to determine if body exhaust suits which were initially used and recommended by Sir John Charnley has a role in minimizing bacterial shedding in the operating room.

**Evidence Acquisition:** The English literature search conducted for relevant articles. 14 articles were relevant to the role of body exhaust system in total joint replacement.

**Results:** There is controversial evidences regarding the role of body exhaust system in reducing peri-prosthetic joint infection but most evidences agree that its role in protecting operating room personnel could not be denied.

**Conclusions:** There is not enough evidence to indicate that use of body exhaust suits could reduce risk of infection, however there are some evidences showing increased protection of surgical team by using body exhaust system.
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1. Context

   There is a need to determine if body exhaust suits which were initially used and recommended by Charnley (1) has a role in minimizing bacterial shedding in the operating room. It has been shown that combination of body exhaust system and laminar air flow could decrease the bacterial counts in operating room environment (2-4). The benefits of this system and its role in reducing peri-prosthetic joint infection (PJI) are not supported in recently published studies. A literature review conducted to find out if use of body exhaust system is cost effective and could reduce the risk of PJI.

2. Evidence Acquisition

   The English literature search conducted for relevant articles regarding use of Body Exhaust System at the time of total hip or knee arthroplasty. There were not too many articles studying its use, cost and benefits of Body Exhaust system in the operating rooms performing joint arthroplasty. 14 articles found to be relevant to the role of Body Exhaust System in total joint replacement.

3. Results

   Body exhaust systems were originally used and recommended by Sir John Charnley to reduce the number of bacteria in the operating rooms (1). The benefits of body exhaust suits discussed by Ritter et al. and Lidwell et al. They found that it could be more effective when combined with laminar flow conditions (2-4). Ritter et al. found that body exhaust suits could decrease bacterial counts of 69% in circulating compared with surgical scrubs alone and 38% compared with standard gowns (4). Illingworth et al. described that it could function as a fluid barrier and protect the operating room staff as well. They reaffirmed the role of decreasing bacterial shedding (5). If we combine body exhaust system with laminar air flew, airborne bacterial counts could be decreased to 1 colony forming unit (CFU) per cubic meter (3, 6). Lidwell et al in a multicenter randomized controlled study involving 8052 patients demonstrated a 75% reduction in the prevalence of infection with body exhaust suits combined with laminar flow (3).

   Namba et al evaluated 30491 patients in a large integrated healthcare system to find out surgical factors that are associated with deep surgical site infection (SSI) after total hip replacement (THR) between 2001 and 2009. They used Kaiser permanente total joint replacement registry (TJRR) to identify Patient characteristics, surgical details, surgeon and hospital volumes, and SSIs. They used Proportional-hazard regression models to assess risk factors for SSI. They found in 155 out of 30491 patients who developed infection (0.51% incidence), female gender, obesity, the ASA score ≥ 3 were associated with SSI. Other fac-
tors as age, diagnosis diabetes and race were not associated with SSI. Surgical factors like surgeon, hospital volumes, use of antibiotic laden cement, fixation method, laminar flow, body exhaust system, surgical approach and fellowship training had no association with SSI. Only bilateral procedure had association with increase rate of SSI (7).

In a randomized prospective study Der Tavitian et al. (8) evaluated use of body exhaust system versus Rotecno occlusive clothing (Rotecno clothing is made of a hydrophobic, spun-laced, 70 g/m² polyester-pulp nonwoven) material. They used bacterial count in the air to assess the effectiveness of two systems. The incidence of recovered bacteria from the wounds was 62%, 64% from body exhaust system and 60% from Rotecno. They did not find any correlation between the air and wound count (r = -0.011, Spearman’s). Rotecno occlusive clothing showed less effective than Body Exhaust System because of higher air bacterial count but they showed the same in wound bacterial count. They concluded that Rotecno clothing is more comfortable and economic. They recommended using wound count with TSMI method when comparing variables in UCA (8).

Chauveaux conducted a literature review and showed that that impeccable surgical technique and operating room behavior are clearly essential but effects of laminar airflow, body exhaust system and patient preparation techniques are contraversial (9).

Young et al. thought that air and particles could be moved through the unsealed area of the gown to the operating field. They used fluorescent powder to cover surgeon’s hands and photographed the air particles under UV light. They compared space suit gowns with regular conventional gowns. There was no powder migration in conventional gowns. It could explain why infection rate is more when Space Suit gowns are used. They recommended to use Space Suits with sealant tape around the inner gloves only for personal protection (10).

Kapadia BH et al performed a systematic literature review and included all relevant articles to identify studies that assess the efficacy of pre-, peri- and post-operative infection prevention strategies in the setting of total hip or knee arthroplasty. Their preference was given to randomized-controlled trials, data from national registries and meta-analyses within the past 5 years from the date of their review. The results of their literature search returned 549 articles that addressed infection in total joint arthroplasty, of which 71 specifically addressed infection prevention. They concluded that traditionally accepted methods of prophylaxis such as laminar-flow operating rooms and body exhaust suits may raise the infection rate (11).

Young et al. also conducted a systematic literature review to compare the effect of negative-pressure Charnley-type body exhaust system with modern positive-pressure surgical helmet systems in reducing rates of deep infection in arthroplasty procedures. They concluded that using modern surgical helmet system did not show reduction in contamination or deep infection in arthroplasty surgery (12).

Illingworth et al. in a comprehensive publication discussed Preoperative, perioperative, intraoperative and postoperative measures in minimizing infection and optimizing patient outcomes in total joint arthroplasty (5). They concluded that despite the popularity of body exhaust suits in arthroplasty, their use remains controversial (5).

Hooper et al. used New Zealand national joint registry to analyze 51,485 primary total hip replacements and 36,826 primary total knee replacements (TKR) for factors effective in reducing infection. They showed that the rate of infection could not be reduced with the use of body exhaust system and laminar airflow (13).

Tayton ER et al also used the New Zealand joint registry database to analyze PJI at six and 12 months after surgery. They evaluated 64566 primary TKRs that were registered between 1999 and 2012 with minimum one year follow up. Their multivariate analysis showed that using surgical helmet system has a trend towards significance for deep infection. They concluded that there is no evidence in favor of modern surgical helmet system decreasing PJI, they may even increase the risk of infection in primary TKR (14).

4. Conclusions

No strong evidence was found to support that use of body exhaust suits could reduce risk of infection, even some evidences showed that the incidence of infection could be higher in cases with use of body exhaust system; however there are some evidences showing increased protection of surgical team by using body exhaust system.
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